
June 8th 2021 Attendance: Samantha Davidson Green-Executive Director, Peggy Allen-Board Chair, Board
members: Julia Griffin (will be backup zoom), Sharon Racusin, Barbara Krinitz, Tracy Hutchins, Daniel Maxwell
Crosby. Staff member-Thomas Bishop

April Minutes approved Julia motioned, Barbara second

1. Administration & Finance:
a. We need to re-start payments on a $20k EIDL loan on June 21. The 2.5% interest is accruing.

Questions: Should we keep a little reserve? Samantha will check to see if we have a line of
credit.

2. Staff & Core Operations:
a. STUDIO OPENING: The facility is nearly finished being set up, with final touches needed to get

ready for the public (June 14) and camps (June 21).
b. For-Hire production and/or Membership: Review of the rationale for organizational

memberships (such as AVA) at $150 (membership for 1 year without clear terms on how many
events) with event production benefits, which are not nearly covered by this rate, vs. per-event
fees to cover events. The real cost should be at least $70/hr (realistic non-profit, break-even
rate). Membership benefits might be tiered depending on what is needed. The ambiguity lies in
the benefit to CATV to have a source for local programming. We have to honor the contracts for
2021. Samantha will redesign pricing and bring it back to the board.

c. Constant Contact (tabled): We will unpack this for the next meeting. It’s important that we
actively analyze the engagement with shows to gather metrics on what is connecting with
audiences, since we don’t have Cable viewer numbers. On-going project.

3. Infrastructure and Towns
a. Thomas is working to outfit with equipment and communicate to all parties. We’ve tried to offer

leadership on this transition, as many town leaders are nervous about it. CATV, from Thomas’s
vantage of the diverse towns’ set-ups, has been able to be a very valuable resource. We will run
a test with Hartford next week.

b. Thomas also explained the need to train more videographers and hire a production assistant.
The hybrid model requires more manpower: zoom and robotic camera (2 people per meeting).

c. Town Government: Thomas said towns will be doing hybrid meetings via zoom. Thomas is
learning how all the towns are set up and there is a need for [6] permanent cameras (and
consolidate locations for school board meetings). Repurpose (and/or budget) Lebanon
equipment. Worth asking towns for funding (match).

d. Equipment: After a review of inventory and forecast of needs for remote production with
streaming (hybrid), I’ve authorized purchases for a mobile unit for Chico. Thomas is revising a
plan for set-ups to upgrade Norwich and Hartland. We aim to make these upgrades within our
budget for 2021.

e. Julia advised that NH is in limbo about when the emergency order will be lifted. Planning has
been very difficult for town governments. Next week Hanover may hold a hybrid meeting. The
[legal] challenge may be voting using this structure. Julia will let Samantha and Thomas know
as soon as she knows how it will pan out. Julia will help try to get the school board and Town to
share a space but the calendars may present a problem. Reach out to Jay (?) and Josh (?).

f. Clarification needed: Should we retain a Standard Definition channel?  If we converted both
stations to HD we would certainly lose people because they don’t have a compatible TV or just
have a standard cable package.



4. Networking and Outreach:

a. Briggs Opera House: Chico has continued to produce weekly and monthly shows at the BOH
with “HiTV” (Jakob Breitbach). Samantha initiated a proposal to David Briggs for CATV to enter
an operator agreement with BOH as an exchange: Scheduling/management of the BOH space
by CATV (primarily Chico, back office Samantha) for production time, permission to make
infrastructure upgrades for our productions (sound booth, wiring for internet and electric, back
rooms for audio booths, storage), and option to film events coming through. David Briggs is very
interested. Capital funding is a possible revenue stream. This puts us right in the heart of what
is going on, while the act of filming makes people aware of us. Build in a line item for CATV to
make things go smoothly. Possibly create tiers for support.

5. Visioning/Positioning:
a. Is there a CATV role in leading the arts community to a new incarnation of the UVAA?  Evolving

“JAM” concept: “Junction Arts & Media” – Samantha believes - and the board agreeds, that a
new, bigger umbrella arts and media organization may be the next incarnation of CATV as we
anticipate drop-off in cable use (revenue) and recognize the migration to YouTube and
smartphone media making that has made “access” less urgent than in the era of our founding.
She suggests building on a concept Donna laid out (though with a change in the words behind
the acronym). Immediate steps we can take to explore growing in this direction are: (1) The
BOH agreement, and (2) taking a leadership role in the arts community as the Upper Valley Arts
Alliance (UVAA) prepares to shutter. (for discussion) and working with Tracy’s organization
UVBA. Samanthan and Chico will reconnect with JAG.

b. Tabled: Giving voice to the voiceless? We didn’t discuss this.

Respectfully submitted,
Sharon Racusin


